Abstract Community detection provides invaluable help for various applications, such as marketing and product recommendation. Traditional community detection methods designed for plain networks may not be able to detect communities with homogeneous attributes inside on attributed networks with attribute information. Most of recent attribute community detection methods may fail to capture the requirements of a specific application and not be able to mine the set of required communities for a specific application. In this paper, we aim to detect the set of target communities in the target subspace which has some focus attributes with large importance weights satisfying the requirements of a specific application. In order to improve the university of the problem, we address the problem in an extreme case where only two sample nodes in any potential target community are provided. A Target Subspace and Communities Mining (TSCM) method is proposed. In TSCM, a sample information extension method is designed to extend the two sample nodes to a set of exemplar nodes from which the target subspace is inferred. Then the set of target communities are located and mined based on the target subspace. Experiments on synthetic datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our method and applications on real-world datasets show its application values.
Introduction
Community detection [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] in networks has attracted a lot of attention for it provides invaluable help for various applications. Many realworld networks are attributed networks where nodes are associated with attributes describing their semantic information. An attributed network consists of nodes, edges and attribute vectors associated with the nodes. Traditional community detection methods [10, 11] which consider plain networks without attributes may fail to detect communities with coherent attributes inside. Most of recent attribute community detection methods proposed for attributed networks either treat all available attributes as equally important [1, 2, 3] , or take an unsupervised technique to decide the importance weights of attributes [6, 7, 9] . The importance weights of attributes make up an attribute subspace vector for attribute similarity computation. The communities in an subspace are structurally dense and well-separated from the rest of the network, as well as have large similarity under such subspace. A community have large similarity under a subspace when it have similar values on the attributes with large weights in such subspace. For specific application, set of target communities in certain target subspace rather than all communities are usually required. The essence of application requirement is captured by those attributes with large weights in the target subspace. These attributes are called focus attributes.
A toy example is given in Fig. 1 . The network represents the friendship relations and each node is associated with four attributes, i.e., sport appetite, music appetite, work and location. There are three communities. Left community concentrate on music appetite. People in middle community form friendship due to their work and location. Right community have similar values on sport appetite. Different applications may have different focus attributes and thus require different sets of communities. For example, a marketing manager selling sports goods requires sets of communities with similar sport appetite, and then offers trial products to a few members from each community based on their sport appetite to expect the products to be popular in the communities. A headhunting company may require sets of communities with similar work and location to find the suitable talents.
In this paper, we detect the set of target communities in the target subspace for any specific application. Determining the target subspace for the specific application is crucial for the problem. FocusCO [12] determines the target subspace by providing a set of exemplar nodes perceived similar by the user. It infers the importnce weights of attributes that capture the userperceived similarity. However, perceiving a set of exemplar nodes similar by the user is a bit subjective and may not consider the relations between the attribute similarity and the connections. Though the formations of some nodes' connections may be due to their similar attributes, not all similar attributes will lead to cohesive connections which are the basis of the communities. The attributes with large weights that capture the user-perceived similarity may not correlated with the cohesive connections. For example, in Fig. 1 , providing {3, 5, 11, 14} as exemplar nodes will infer a subspace with sport appetite and music appetite as focus attributes, while such two attributes may not be correlated with the cohesive connections and there is no meaningful communities in the inferred subspace. Thus in order to make the inferred subspace correlated with the cohesive connections, it should be inferred from a set of connected exemplar nodes that had better belong to the same community. FocusCO does not clarify how many exemplar nodes are provided, but definitely more than two. Providing more exemplar nodes accurately is more difficult for an user, especially when limited sample information is available. In order to improve the university of the proposed algorithm, we address the problem in an extreme case where only two sample nodes in any potential target community are provided. When more than two sample nodes are provided, the proposed algorithm is still usefull by selecting two of them as input.
Considering the factors mentioned above, we put forward TSCM, a Target Subspace and Communities Mining method. Two sample nodes in any potential target community of an application are provided by a domain expert. Two sample nodes contain too limited direct information to compute the target subspace accurately. Moreover, they may not have connection relation to make the inferred subspace correlated with the cohesive connections. Thus we design a sample information extension method to extend the two sample nodes to a set of connected exemplar nodes from which we infer the target subspace. Instead of partitioning the whole network, only the set of target communities in the target subspace are mined. The set of target community seeds are extracted by the guidance of the target subspace. Then they are locally expanded to target communities by optimizing a subspace fitness function. Finally, all redundant communities are eliminated. Besides mining the target subspace and communities for specific application, our method has an additional function that it can analyze attribute subspaces and communities around some important node.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the target subspace communities mining problem. The proposed method TSCM is described in details in section 3. Section 4 discusses related works. Experimental results are presented in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.
Problem Formulation
An attributed network is defined as G = (V, E, F ), where V is a set of n nodes, E is the set of m edges and F : V → D 1 ×· · ·×D r is an attribute function which gives each node an attribute vector F (v). Dim = {1, 2, · · · , r} is the set of all attribute dimensions and D r is the value domain of attribute r. F t (v) denotes the value of attribute t for node v. An attribute subspace is represented by a subspace vector l. l t measures the importance weight of the attribute t in the subspace. Since we only consider the relative importance between attributes, the subspace satisfies the normalized condition, i.e., r t=1 l t = 1, l t ≥ 0. Many applications do not require all communities of a network. Thus they do not need to partition the whole network. Instead, some specific application usually require a set of target communities whose nodes are similar on some focus attributes. Such property can be captured by a target subspace with large importance weights for the focus attributes. Then the target communities whose nodes are similar on the focus attributes will have large attribute similarity inside under the target subspace. The similarity computed under the target subspace guides the target community mining for the application. Thus the first subproblem is mining the target subspace capturing the essence of an application's requirements. The subproblem is addressed in an extreme case with limited sample information where a domain expert can provide only two sample nodes in any potential target community whose nodes are similar on some focus attributes of a specific application. The subspace inferred from the information of the potential target community containing two sample nodes is adopted as the target subspace capturing the essence of the application's requirements.
After inferring the target subspace from two sample nodes, the second subproblem is extracting the set of target communities from the network that (1) are structurally dense and well separated from the rest of the network, as well as (2) have large attribute similarity inside under the target subspace. Although the target subspace is inferred from a potential target community, some other communities may also have relatively large similarity inside under the target subspace, as long as their nodes are also similar on the focus attributes. Different communities may strictly match with different subspaces [13] , but we do not aim to mine the communities strictly matching with the target subspace. Instead, we mine the set of communities as long as they have relatively large similarity inside under the target subspace. In a word, the problem of mining target subspace and communities is defined as follows.
Given an attributed network G = (V, E, F ) and two sample nodes v s1 , v s2 from any potential target community of an application, infer the target subspace l of such potential target community and mine the set of target communities H that (1) are densely intra-connected and sparsely connected with the rest of the network, as well as (2) have large attribute similarity inside under the inferred target subspace.
The set of target communities are locally extracted rather than obtained by partitioning the whole network. We define a local quality function to evaluate the two requirements of each target community mentioned above. The fitness function [14] is adopted to evaluate the structure cohesiveness of a target community. Let A = [A v,u ] n v,u=1 be the adjacency matrix of a network. The fitness of a community C is defined as
where invol C = v,u∈C A v,u measures the total internal degrees of the nodes in community C, vol C = u∈C,v∈V A v,u measures the total degrees of the nodes in community C. The fitness will get larger value when the community has more edges inside while less edges across the boundary. In order to evaluate the attribute similarity of a target community, we re-weigh the network by setting the attribute similarity under the target subspace as the edge weight and then modify the fitness to subspace fitness accordingly. Assuming that the inferred target subspace is l, we adopt the Exponential kernel of attribute vectors as their attribute similarity under l:
where ||F (v) − F (u)|| l is the weighted Euclidean distance under the subspace l, i.e.,
where diag(l) is a diagonal matrix whose main diagonal is l. The network is re-weighted as
, where
where I is an indicator function whose value is 1 if the expression inside is true and 0 otherwise. In the re-weighted network, the edge will get larger weight if its two incident nodes are more similar under the target subspace l. The subspace fitness is defined on the re-weighted network as The subspace fitness can evaluate the quality of each target community. It gets larger value when the community has more edges inside while less edges across the boundary, as well as has larger attribute similarity inside under the inferred target subspace.
In order to avoid the mined target communities overlapping heavily, we define a redundancy relationship between two target communities. Given a redundancy parameter β ∈ [0, 1], a community C ′ is redundant with respect
All redundant target communities are eliminated. Smaller redundancy parameter will allow lower overlap between target communities. β = 0.5 is recommended to allow moderate overlap if there is no specific preference.
At least three types of attribute exist in real-world networks, i.e., numerical, binary and categorical attributes. Their value differences are defined uniformly to make them be treated fairly in the computation of the weighted Euclidean distance. The values of each numerical attribute are normalized to the range [0,1]. Then F t (v) − F t (u) itself denotes the value differences of a numerical attribute t. The value difference of a categorical attribute is set as 0 if two values are the same, otherwise 1. For a binary attribute, 1-0 indicate whether a node has such attribute or not. Thus the value difference is set as 0 if two nodes both have such binary attribute, otherwise 1.
Method
In this section, our method TSCM is described. The overall framework of our method is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Given an attributed network and two sample nodes, the method starts from mining the target subspace from two sample nodes. Then the network is re-weighted based on the target subspace and the target community seed set is constructed. Finally, the set of target communities is mined and the redundant ones are eliminated. The overall algorithm will be described first, and then the key procedures will be explained in details.
The TSCM Algorithm
The TSCM is given in Algorithm 1. A domain expert steers the method by providing two sample nodes v s1 , v s2 from any potential target community of a specific application. The target subspace is first mined from two sample nodes by MINE TARGET SUBSPACE which is explained in details in the next subsection.
Algorithm 1 TSCM
Input: attributed network G = (V, E, F ), redundancy parameter β, and two sample nodes v s1 , v s2 . Output: the target subspace l and the set of diverse target communities H.
1:
H ← H ∪ {C}; 7: end for 8: H ← SELECT DIVERSE COMMUNITIES(H, β); 9: return l and H;
Having inferred the target subspace l, we mine the set of target communities. We first locate the target communities by identifying the target community seeds that potentially belong to the target communities, and then adjust these seeds to find the target communities. The process of identifying the target community seeds is detailed in Procedure 1. The target community seeds should be densely intra-connected, and have large attribute similarity inside under the target subspace as the target communities do. Thus the network is first re-weighted based on equation (4) where the edge weights are set as the similarity of their end nodes, and the edges with notably large weights are selected to make up a network backbone. All cohesive parts of the network backbone are detected by a community detection algorithm LPA, and they are set as the target community seeds. An edge is deemed to have notably large weight if its weight is larger than the average of the maximum weight and the average weight of the re-weighted network. Each target community seed is then adjusted to increase its quality function, i.e., subspace fitness defined in equation (5) . Inspired by the algorithm in [14] , we adopt a hill-climbing greedy method to locally adjust each community until its subspace fitness can not be increased any more. The process of adjusting community is detailed in Procedure 2. The community seed is set as the initial community. In each iteration, ADJUST COMMUNITY computes the subspace fitness changes of all possible adjustment actions including adding every neighbor to or removing every node from the current community. The action with the largest positive subspace fitness change is selected to modify the community. The iteration continues until no action leads to positive fitness
Procedure 1 CONSTRUCT SEED SET
Input: attributed network G = (V, E, F ), target subspace l. Output: target community seed set C, re-weighted network adjacency matrix A l .
add (v, u) to a network backbone BB; 8:
end if 9: end for 10: C ← LP A(BB); 11: return C and A l ;
change. The convergence is guaranteed, as each adjustment of the community increases the fitness and the fitness has a maximum value, i.e., 1.
Procedure 2 ADJUST COMMUNITY
Input: re-weighted network adjacency matrix A l , target community seed C. Output: target community C.
1: repeat 2:
for each a ∈ Actions do 5:
∆f best ← ∆f ; bestAction ← a; 8:
end if 9:
end for 10:
end if 13: until ∆f best = 0 14: return C;
After handling all seeds, we eliminate all redundant target communities by SELECT DIVERSE COMMUNITIES. All detected communities are checked one by one according to descending order of their subspace fitness. If the checked one is not redundant to any one in current diverse communities set, it is added to the set. Finally the target subspace and diverse target communities set are returned as the output.
Mining Target Subspace
The target subspace is inferred from two sample nodes in any potential target community whose nodes are similar on some focus attributes of a specific application. Two sample nodes can only form one pair of nodes, and it is hard to determine the focus attributes from them directly. We expect to expand the two sample nodes to a set of exemplar nodes which are in the potential target community and similar to each other on those focus attributes. The neighbors of two sample nodes are taken as candidates for sample nodes expansion, because (1) some neighbors must also be in the target community that contains the sample nodes and similar to sample nodes on the focus attributes, as well as (2) the connection relations between the neighbors and the sample nodes make the inferred subspace more likely to be correlated with cohesive connections. However, not all neighbors of the sample nodes come from the target community containing the sample nodes, as sample nodes may connect with nodes in some other communities. According to structure cohesiveness property of the community, neighbors belonging to the same community should have relatively dense connections. We define the neighborhood network of a node as follows.
Definition 1 (Neighborhood Network) Given a node v whose neighbors set is denoted as N B(v) = {w|(v, w) ∈ E}, the neighborhood network of node v is defined as
Then the neighbors belonging to the same community should be cohesive in the corresponding neighborhood network. The cohesive parts of a neighborhood network can also be detected by a community detection method LPA. The cohesive parts of the neighborhood network of a node is called the neighborhood communities of such node. It is reasonable to conclude that at least one neighborhood community of each sample node comes from the target community containing the sample nodes. We need to decide which neighborhood communities come from that target community and then use them to expand the sample nodes.
Intuitively, nodes in the different neighborhood communities from the same target community should be similar to each other on the same set of focus attributes, respectively. Each neighborhood community plus its corresponding sample node is set as a set of exemplar nodes. For each set of exemplar nodes, an attribute subspace that makes them similar to each other is computed. The subspace computed from the set of exemplar nodes composed of the neighborhood community nc is deemed as the subspace of such neighborhood community nc. Then the subspaces of those neighborhood communities from the same target community should have large similarity, as they have similar attributes with large importance weights. The similarity of two subspaces is defined based on cosine similarity, i.e.,
where l 1 and l 2 are two subspaces. Assuming that L(v) is the set of subspaces of the neighborhood communities of a node v, the similarity between each subspace in L(v s1 ) of sample node v s1 and that in L(v s2 ) of sample node v s2 is computed. Then the subspace of the neighborhood community from the target community in L(v s1 ) and that in L(v s2 ) should have the largest similarity. In this way, we locate the neighborhood community that comes from the target community for each sample node. Such two neighborhood communities and two provided sample nodes make up the final set of exemplar nodes from which we infer the target subspace.
Take the toy network in Fig. 1 as an example. Assuming that the middle community is a potential target community whose subspace has focus attributes work and location, and nodes 5 and 10 are two provided sample nodes, it is hard to determine the focus attributes from 5 and 10 directly. some neighbors of two sample nodes are also in the target community such as 6 and 8, etc., but some are in other communities. Node 5 has two neighborhood communities {3, 4} and {6, 7, 8}. Node 10 has two neighborhood communities {11, 12} and {7, 8, 9}. Neighborhood communities {6, 7, 8} and {7, 8, 9} are from the target community. Nodes in both neighborhood communities are similar to each other on attributes work and location. After computing the similarities of subspaces between two sample nodes, the subspaces of {6, 7, 8} and {7, 8, 9} will have the largest similarity. In this way, {6, 7, 8} and {7, 8, 9} are selected to form the final set of exemplar nodes. The final set of exemplar nodes is {5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}.
The process of mining the target subspace is detailed in Procedure 3. DETECT NEI COMMUNITY detects all neighborhood communities in neighborhood network of a node v. For each neighborhood community, computing its subspace. After computing the subspaces of neighborhood communities of two sample nodes, we compute their similarities based on equation (6) . Two subspaces with largest similarity is selected. Their corresponding sets of exemplar nodes are selected to form the final set of exemplar nodes. The target subspace is computed from the final set of exemplar nodes.
We now discuss how to compute the subspace from a set of exemplar nodes. The computed subspace should make the exemplar nodes similar to each other. In other words, it should make the exemplar nodes have small distance to each other. The distance is measured by equation (3) . FocusCO infers the subspace from a set of exemplar nodes by optimizing a distance metric learning objective function. However, optimizing its objective function is time consuming and the optimal solution is hard to get, due to the high dimensionality and the positive semidefinite constraints of the optimization problem. Thus we aim to design a direct calculation method rather than optimization method to infer the subspace. Assuming that T is a set of exemplar nodes, P S is the set of all pairs of exemplar nodes, and P R is the set of node pairs randomly sampled from the whole network excluding the set of exemplar nodes, i.e., V \ T . Pairs in P S have small distance under the subspace of T . In order to ensure that P R contains enough dissimilar node pairs that have large distance under the subspace of T , the size of P R is set as r|P S |, where r is the number of the attributes. For a node pair set P , the average square difference of attribute t
Procedure 3 MINE TARGET SUBSPACE
Input: attributed network G = (V, E, F ), two sample nodes v s1 , v s2 . Output: target subspace l.
for each nc ∈ N C do 5:
T ← nc ∪ {v}; 6: between node pairs in it is denoted as
The subspace l of the exemplar nodes set T should make the average distance between pairs in P S , i.e. r t=1 l t h t (P S ), relatively small, while make that in P R , i.e. r t=1 l t h t (P R ), relatively large. If h t (P S ) is no smaller than h t (P R ), the importance weight l t is set as 0, as attribute t has no contribution to make the average distance between pairs in P S relatively small while make that in P R relatively large. Otherwise, if h t (P S ) is smaller than h t (P R ), the importance weight l t is set proportinoal to ht(PR) ht(PS )+1/|PS | , as attribute t is more important for subspace when pairs in P S are more similar than that in P R on such attribute. Considering the normalized condition of the subspace, the subspace l of T can be directly calculated as
The process of computing the subspace of a set of exemplar nodes is detailed in Procedure 4. GET ALL PAIRS returns all pairs of exemplar nodes in T . SAMPLE RANDOM PAIRS randomly samples r|P S | node pairs from V \ T . For each attribute t, h t (P S ) and h t (P R ) are first computed, and then l ′ t is computed based on the relations between h t (P S ) and h t (P R ). Finally, the subspace l is computed by normalizing l ′ .
Procedure 4 COMPUTE SUBSPACE
Input: attributed network G = (V, E, F ), the set of exemplar nodes T . Output: subspace l. 1: P S ← GET ALL PAIRS(T ); 2: P R ← SAMPLE RANDOM PAIRS(V, T , r|P S |); 3: for t = 1 to r do 4:
5:
if ht(P S ) < ht(P R ) then 7:
Computational Complexity
Given an attributed network with n nodes, m edges and r attributes, the time complexity of TSCM is analyzed as follows.
We first analyze the time complexity of MINE TARGET SUBSPACE. DETECT NEI COMMUNITY requires about O(d) time to detect neighborhood communities by a linear time community detection method, where d denotes the average degree of node. In COMPUTE SUBSPACE, GET ALL PAIRS takes O(|T | 2 ) time, SAMPLE RANDOM PAIRS takes O(r|T | 2 ) time, computing h t (P S ), h t (P R ) and l , at most n possible actions are taken to adjust one node of the community, and about |C| nodes need to be adjusted to form the final community. In SELECT DIVERSE COMMUNITIES, assuming that the number of original target communities and the number of diverse target communities are k and h respectively, then all original target communities are sorted with time O(k log k), and each original target community is checked with all diverse tar-get communities with time at most O(h|C|). Thus SELECT DIVERSE COMMUNITIES takes O(k log k + kh|C|) which is further simplified to O(k 2 |C|). To sum up, the total time complexity is O(ar 2 c 2 + a 2 r + mr + k|C|nd + k 2 |C|). c, a, d usually do not increase as the network size increases and are far smaller than the network size, so they are regarded as constants in time complexity. Based on the operational rules of the symbol O, the total time complexity is simplified to O(r 2 + mr + k|C|n + k 2 |C|). It is worth noting that k|C| is smaller than n, since our algorithm only extracts the set of target communities in the target subspace rather than partitioning the whole network. Moreover, k|C| may not increase as n gets larger, as |C| is usually independent of n, and k mainly depends on the specific application.
Discussions
We discuss a couple of variants of our problem setting and how to adapt the proposed algorithm to deal with these variants.
When more than two sample nodes are provided, any two of them can be selected as the input of the TSCM. Moreover, the algorithm can be slightly adapted to take all provided nodes as the input. The main adaptation is conducted on Procedure 3 MINE TARGET SUBSPACE. For each provided sample node, the subspaces of its all neighborhood communities are computed. Then we randomly select two sample nodes as two prototype nodes and compute similarities of their subspaces. Two subspaces with largest similarity are selected as two prototype subspaces. For each remaining sample nodes except two prototype nodes, we compute the similarities between its subspaces and two prototype subspaces, and then select its subspace with largest total similarity with two prototype subspaces as its feature subspace. All neighborhood communities corresponding to the feature subspaces and the prototype subspaces are likely to be in the potential target community, so they are merged to construct the final set of exemplar nodes from which the target subspace is computed. When more sample nodes are provided, the exemplar node set will be larger and the computed target subspace will be more accurate.
Besides mining the target subspace and the set of target communities, the proposed TSCM method can also be adapted to analyze the subspaces and communities around an important node by setting such node as the single sample node. The subspaces of all neighborhood communities of such sample node are computed. For each computed subspace, the network is re-weighted based on it by equation (4), its corresponding neighborhood community is set as its community seed, and then its community is extracted by expanding its seed on the re-weighted network to optimize the subspace fitness. In this way, the communities and their subspaces around the sample node are mined.
Related Works
Most of attribute community detection methods take unsupervised clustering techniques. In the early stage, they determine the attribute homogeneity of each community in attribute full space which treats all available attributes as equally important. The SA-Cluster [1] and its extended version Inc-Cluster [15] proposed by Zhou et al. take a K-Medoids method to cluster the augmented attributed network where all attributes are regarded as attribute vertices. CESNA method [16] statistically models the network structure and all node attributes, and gets the communities by optimizing a combined likelihood. Similarly, BAGC method [2] adopts a Bayesian model to model both structure and all attributes and obtains communities by inferring parameters of the model. PICS method [17] detects communities by optimizing the total encoding cost which combines model description cost and data description cost of both adjacency matrix and attribute matrix. With the increasing dimensionality of attribute space, the discrimination power of attribute distance or similarity metrics may decrease in full space [7] . Thus attribute subspace methods extracting communities with homogeneous attribute values in attribute subspaces are introduced. CoPaM method [4] mines the set of maximal cohesive patterns defined as a dense and connected subgraph that has homogeneous values in a large enough attribute subspace. SCPM method [5] extracts set of structure correlation pattern defined as a dense subgraph induced by a particular attribute subset. SSCG [6] is a unsupervised spectral subspace clustering method which detects for each cluster an individual subset of relevant attributes and adopts spectral clustering to learn the community structure. GAMer method [7] combines the paradigms of dense subgraph mining and subspace clustering to mine the maximal twofold clusters by some pruning strategies. SCMAG method [9] identifies cells with dense connectivity in the subspaces and uses a cell-based subspace clustering approach to detect the cell-based communities. Unsupervised methods mentioned above globally detect communities but not aim at mining the target subspace and set of target communities for specific application.
Different from unsupervised methods, DCM [18] and FocusCO [12] are two semi-supervised clustering methods whose detection results can be steered by a domain expert. DCM [18] aims to find a set of cohesive communities with concise descriptions from a set of candidate communities provided by a domain expert. The community descriptions defined in DCM are queries consisting of disjunctions of conjunctions over basic conditions on the attribute vectors. They are different from general attribute subspaces considered in this paper. Moreover, a domain expert controls the detection results by providing candidate communities in DCM rather than sample nodes, and one initial candidate community can only lead to one final community. FocusCO [12] allows user to steer the communities by providing a small set of exemplar nodes that are deemed to be similar to one another as well as similar to the type of nodes the communities of his interest should contain. They do not clarify how many exemplar nodes are required, but definitely require more than two exemplar nodes. In this paper, we address the problem in an extreme case where only two sample nodes in any potential target community are provided.
Experimental Results
In this section, we thoroughly evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of TSCM on synthetic networks and show its application values on real-world networks.
Evaluation on Synthetic Networks
The experiments settings including synthetic attributed network generation process, the comparison methods and the quality indicators are first described. Then the effectiveness and efficiency comparison results are analyzed.
Experiments Settings
Synthetic attributed networks with ground truth communities are generated based on the LFR benchmarks [19] . The LFR benchmarks have similar features to real-world networks. Their degree and community size distributions are governed by power laws with exponents τ 1 and τ 2 , respectively. The benchmarks are controlled by several other parameters, i.e., node number n, average node degree d avg , maximum node degree d max , minimum community size c min , maximum community size c max and mixing parameter µ. Mixing parameter controls the fuzzy degree of the network. The larger the value of µ is, the fuzzier the benchmark becomes. In order to obtain attributed benchmarks, the attribute vectors are further attached to all nodes. Three types of attributed benchmarks are generated by attaching three types of attribute vectors, i.e., numerical, binary and categorical, respectively. We select the most suitable type of benchmark for each method to evaluate its performance. The attached attribute vectors are controlled by four parameters, i.e., total attribute number r, attribute subspace size t, target community number b and similarity probability p. The subspace size measures the number of focus attributes with large importance weights in each subspace. A random subspace is generated as the target subspace, and b communities are selected as the target communities which are assigned such target subspace. The remaining communities are assigned random subspaces. The importance weights of any subspace are difficult to control in synthetic networks. We consider a simplified case where in each subspace l, all focus attributes are assumed to have the same importance weight and the importance weights of other attributes are set as 0, i.e.,
In this case, all nodes in a community have similar values on each of its focus attribute with probability p, while have random values on other attributes.
The larger the value of p is, the more homogeneous the community will be on its focus attributes. The default parameters are set as follows, τ 1 = 2, τ 2 = 1, n = 5000, d avg = 30, d max = 100, c min = 40, c max = 2c min = 80, µ = 0.2, r = 20, t = 6, b = 5, p = 0.9. Six sets of benchmarks are generated by separately varying n, c min , µ, r, t, and p respectively, while fixing the other parameters.
A set of related community detection methods is selected to compare with TSCM. Louvain [20] is a fast method only using network structure. BAGC [2] and PICS [17] are two attribute full space methods. They are designed for categorical attribute networks and binary attribute network, respectively. BAGC requires possible maximum community number as input. We run it with 1 to 5 times of the real community number as input respectively, and report the best result. GAMer [7] is an attribute subspace method and designed for numerical attribute networks. FocusCO [12] is the only method addressing the similar problem to ours. It requires a user to provide several similar nodes as exemplar nodes. The size of its exemplar set is set as 8 which is much larger than the number of provided sample nodes in TSCM. FocusCO and TSCM can run on all three types of benchmarks and their results on three types of benchmark are marked with suffixes '-num', '-bin', and '-cate', respectively. The results of FocusCO average over 20 runs with randomly provided exemplar nodes for each run, and similar for TSCM. All other parameters of the methods are set as default described in their papers.
Any two nodes in any target community are set as the sample nodes for TSCM. For FocusCO, it requires its exemplar nodes to be similar under the target subspace. Since nodes in any target community have high potential to be similar to each other under the target subspace, the exemplar nodes of FocusCO are selected from a target community. It is obviously that providing two sample nodes is much easier than providing several exemplar nodes from a target community. Similar to TSCM, FocusCO has an attribute subspace inference procedure which infers the subspace where the exemplar nodes are similar to each other. Since the exemplar nodes of FoucsCO are selected from a target community, its inferred subspace should also be as similar to the target subspace as possible. We first compare the qualities of subspaces mined by TSCM and FocusCO. The subspace mining quality is measured by the subspace similarity SS between the mined subspace and the target one. SS is defined in equation (6) . The larger the subspace similarity is, the more similar to the target subspace the mined subspace is. The target community detection quality of each method is measured via a quality indicator Q defined based on F1 score. The goal of our problem is to extract all target communities in the target subspace. Let P = {P i } denote the set of ground truth target communities. Let R = {R j } denote the set of communities detected by any method. For each method, the F1 score between each community P i in P and each community R j in R, F 1(P i , R j ), is computed. Since our goal is mining all communities in P accurately, the quality of mining each community P i in P is measured by the maximum F1 score between P i and all detected communities in R, i.e., QI(P i ) = max Rj ∈R F 1(P i , R j ). The quality indicator Q of a method is defined as the average quality of mining all communities in P, i.e., Q = Pi∈P QI(P i )/|P|. The larger the Q is, the better the method can extract all target communities. Fig. 3 shows the subspace mining quality of TSCM and FocusCO on six sets of benchmarks. Both of them keep their subspace similarity around 0.9 in most cases except a few cases described below. In Fig. 3(b) , TSCM-bin slightly decreases the subspace similarity as the mixing parameter increases. In Fig.  3(c) , FocusCO-bin slightly decreases the subspace similarity as the minimum community size increases. In Fig. 3(d) , FocusCO-num decreases the subspace similarity a lot as attribute number gets larger. In Fig. 3(e) , both methods increase their similarities as the similarity probability increases. This is because the exemplar nodes of TSCM and FocusCO become more similar to each other under the subspace as the similarity probability increases. In Fig. 3(f) , FocusCO-num has small subspace similarity when the subspace size is very small. The subspace mining quality depends on many factors, such as network structure, attribute types, initial provided sample nodes or exemplar nodes and the subspace mining procedures, etc.. Though the number of exemplar nodes in FocusCO is much larger than that of sample nodes in TSCM, TSCM has comparable subspace mining performance with FocusCO. This shows that the sample information extension technique and the subspace mining procedure designed in TSCM is effective. The efficiency comparison of subspace mining procedures of TSCM and FocusCO is shown in Fig. 4 . The procedure of TSCM is one order of magnitude faster than that of FocusCO in all cases. FocusCO conducts one time of distance metric optimization to compute the subspace, while TSCM requires multiple subspace computations to obtain the final subspace. Thus our sub- space computation method based on direct calculation is much faster than that of FocusCO based on distance metric optimization. Fig. 5 shows the target community mining quality comparisons on six sets of benchmarks. Fig. 5(a) shows the quality changes along with the network size. The quality of Louvain decreases, because the modularity maximization has the resolution limitation problem in large networks. The quality of PICS decreases because it tends to detect relatively large communities, while the larger network makes the community smaller. FocusCO-bin has relatively poor quality especially when the network is small. This is because the constructed community seeds of FocusCO do not have cohesive connection property and easily include nodes from different communities in binary attribute networks. TSCM can almost detect all target communities perfectly in all cases. Fig.  5(b) shows the quality changes for an increasing mixing parameter. When the mixing parameter gets larger, the quality of Louvain decreases a lot, while that of others decreases moderately. All methods except Louvain make use of attribute information when detecting communities. This demonstrates that the attribute information helps community detection in fuzzy networks. Fig.  5(c) shows the quality changes versus community size. GAMer decreases its quality, as it tends to extract small communities. The quality of FocusCO-bin increases, because its community seeds are harder to include nodes from different communities when communities become larger. Fig. 5(d) shows the quality changes along with the attribute number. The quality of BAGC decreases, as it is a full space method, and more attributes make the subspace farther from the full space. FocusCO-num decreases its quality, because its mined subspace becomes less similar to the target one as shown in Fig. 3(d) . In Fig. 5(e) , most methods increase their quality as the similarity probability increases. Finally, Fig. 5(f) shows the quality changes versus subspace size. BAGC increases its quality slightly, as larger subspace is more close to the full space. In general, on all six sets of benchmarks, TSCM has almost perfect quality nearly all the time except on the benchmarks with low similarity probabilities. FocusCO-bin has poor performances in most cases, as its community seeds easily include nodes from different communities. FocusCO-num is always worse than TSCMnum. Only FocusCO-cate is comparable with TSCM-cate. PICS and GAMer always have very poor quality. The major reason for poor performance of other methods is that they are unsupervised and not specially developed for target subspace and communities mining problem.
Results Analysis
Finally, Fig. 6 shows the methods' running time. In Fig. 6 (a), all methods require more time when the networks get larger. In Fig. 6(b) , GAMer, FocusCO and TSCM require more time when the communities get larger, while community size has little influence on the running time of PICS, BAGC and Louvain. In Fig. 6(c) , GAMer, FocusCO and TSCM cost more time when the attribute number gets larger, while attribute number has little influence on the running time of PICS, BAGC and Louvain. In general, GAMer costs the most time and is followed by PICS and BAGC. TSCM and FocusCO are several orders of magnitude faster than other methods. This is because they only extract required communities rather than partition the whole networks.
Applications on Real-world Networks
Since there is no ground truth about the target subspace and the set of target communities given for real-world networks and most of compared methods are not designed for target subspace and communities mining problem, it is inherently hard to quantitatively analyze our method on real-world networks. Our following case studies on real-world networks mainly illustrate application values of TSCM. arXiv 1 is a citation network of papers about high-energy physics. The edges represent citations between papers. 400 keywords extracted from the abstracts of all papers are set as the binary attributes indicating whether the keywords appear in the abstract of the paper or not. DBLP 2 is a co-authorship network of computer science authors. The edges represent co-authorships. 21 conferences from five areas, i.e., database (EDBT, ICDE, PODS, SIGMOD, VLDB ), data mining (ICDM, KDD, PAKDD, PKDD, SDM ), information retrieval (CIKM, ECIR, SIGIR), artificial intelligence (AAAI, IJ-CAI, NIPS, UAI ), multimedia (ICMCS, MIR, MM, SIGGRAPH ), are set as binary attributes indicating whether the author has published papers in the conferences or not. POLBLOG [12] is a hyperlink network of online blogs that discuss political issues. The edges represent hyperlinks between blogs. Attributes are keywords in their text. Dataset statistics and some experiment statistical results are given in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively.
In arXiv, assuming a researcher has read two papers called "super-poincare covariant quantization of the superstring" and "covariant quantization of the superstring". He want to read more related papers. Two read papers are set as the sample nodes for TSCM. The target subspace mined by TSCM in- cludes several focus attributes, such as string, spin, superstring, quantization, constraint, operator and covariant, etc.. In this target subspace, one target community with 54 papers about quantization of the superstring is extracted, including papers called "covariant quantization of superstrings without pure spinor constraints", "an introduction to the covariant quantization of superstrings" and "towards covariant quantization of the supermembrane", etc.. The extracted target community can be recommended to the researcher. This case study shows that the TSCM is helpful for product recommendation. In order to evaluate the effect of the sample information extension technique in target subspace mining process, we also conduct the method TSCM-NE in arXiv, which removes the sample information extension procedure from TSCM by setting the provided two sample nodes as the exemplar nodes directly. In this case, the focus attributes in the mined target subspace are keywords that appear in abstracts of two provided papers simultaneously. Besides focus attributes that are in the target subspace of TSCM, many more focus attributes are included in the target subspace of TSCM-NE, such as curve, mass, time, vertex and dimension, etc.. Most of these extra focus attributes have no tightly relations to each other. The target subspace of TSCM is more reasonable, since its focus attributes concentrate on the topic of quantization of the superstring more closely. One target community with 44 papers is detected by the TSCM-NE. The F1 score between the target community detected by TSCM and that detected by TSCM-NE is 0.75. It means the two detected communities are not very similar to each other. Thus the sample information extension procedure is essential for mining the more reasonable target subspace and target communities.
In DBLP, assuming we want to advertise a new journal to researchers. Suppose two authors, Charu Aggarwal and Yizhou Sun, have published papers in this new journal. They are set as the sample nodes for TSCM. The mined target subspace includes four focus attributes, i.e., ICDM, SIGKDD, PAKDD, SDM. They are mainly about data mining. This is reasonable because both Charu Aggarwal and Yizhou Sun are famous data mining experts. Five target communities are extracted in this subspace. We can advertise the journal to researchers in extracted target communities. This case study shows that the TSCM can be used for advertising. We also conduct the TSCM-NE in DBLP. Since there is only one conference PAKDD that Charu Aggarwal and Yizhou Sun have published papers in simultaneously, the mined target subspace of TSCM-NE only contains one focus attribute PAKDD. Some related attributes about data mining fail to be included as focus attributes without sample information extension procedure. 61 target communities are extracted by TSCM-NE. Most of them are very small with less than 10 nodes. The average size of target communities of TSCM-NE is 136 which is much less than that of TSCM in Table 1 . The target communities of TSCM are communities about data mining, while those of TSCM-NE are only communities in PAKDD.
Finally, we use TSCM to analyze attribute subspaces and communities around a famous blog "billmon.org" in POLBLOGS. Billmon is one of the leading bloggers writing pieces on domestic politics, Iraq war and US economy. We set "billmon.org" as the sample node. Its ego net is illustrated in Fig.  7 . Five subspaces are mined from five neighborhood communities which are colored in green, blue, purple, orange and yellow, respectively. Every grey node forms a neighborhood community by itself, so there is no reasonable subspace computed from each of them. Since the dataset was created during the Iraq war in 2005, some common attributes exist in all five subspaces, such as anti, Iraq and war, etc.. Besides common attributes, subspaces green and orange contain specific attributes such as Afghanistan, terrorists, bombers etc., which indicate communities in them are interested in terrorism issues. Subspaces blue and purple have particular attributes such as business, job, economic etc., which mean communities in them are interested in US economy. Subspace yellow has specific attributes such as freedom, race, justice and religious etc., which indicate community in it is interested in democratic politics. This case study shows that TSCM can be used to analyze subspaces and communities around an important node.
Conclusion
In this paper, we study an application oriented problem of mining the target subspace and the set of target communities for any specific application. Two provided sample nodes have limited information about the target subspace. A sample information extension method is proposed to use some neighbors of the sample nodes to help form the exemplar node set and the target subspace is computed from the set of exemplar nodes. The network is re-weighted based on the target subspace and a network backbone is constructed. The cohesive parts of the network backbone are set as the community seeds. Finally, the target communities are extracted by locally expanding the community seeds, and then redundant communities are eliminated. The extensive experiments on synthetic networks demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of TSCM, and the applications on real-world networks show its application values.
